
STAKEHOLDER LETTER 
(on Cargill letterhead) 

 

August 19, 2014 
 

Name 
Address 
City/State/Zip 
 
Dear XXXXXXX: 
 
We recently engaged in an extensive series of stakeholder meetings that were initiated last 
spring in an effort to seek perspectives about the C&H hog farm situation in Newton County.  As 
promised, we are writing to share our conclusions.  We met with numerous individuals and 
organizations, heard many points of view and learned much about the understandable passion 
people have for the Buffalo National River in Northwest Arkansas.   
 
Concurrent with our discussions, we evaluated many options and thoroughly analyzed the 
situation.  As a corporate citizen with nearly 50 years as part of the Arkansas community, we 
share your desire for the preservation and protection of the Buffalo River.  Our decision to 
continue supporting the farm, and the families that operate it, was carefully considered and all 
perspectives were weighed.   
 
For more than a year, C&H has operated as a model hog farm.  The members of the C&H 
owner families have farmed in the Buffalo River watershed for generations and have raised 
hogs there for more than a decade.  They respect the resources that provide them with their 
livelihood and understand the importance of being good environmental stewards.  Therefore, 
the families made sure the environmental safeguards went beyond both state and federal 
requirements.  
 
Nevertheless, C&H will continue to pursue further enhancements to the environmental 
safeguards already in place.  Those measures include the installation of synthetic liners in the 
farm’s holding lagoons, as well as covering the lagoons.  Additionally, new technology is being 
examined that has the potential to improve how the entire industry manages and disposes of 
animal waste.     
 
We support these efforts and stand by C&H as the owners continue to work toward becoming 
the symbol for successful and harmonious coexistence of farming, environmental conservation 
and preservation in the Buffalo River watershed.  Complementing the actions C&H is taking, 
Cargill has established its own hog expansion moratorium in the Buffalo River watershed and 
supports similar actions being taken by the State of Arkansas.  We also pledge our continuous 
efforts to explore fact-based and science-based technologies and solutions that further 
safeguard the area where C&H operates. 
 
I realize a solution which satisfies all is probably unrealistic.  I do wish to keep the door open for 
future dialogue and hope you consider doing the same.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mike Luker 
President, Cargill Pork 


